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LEADING HOLLYWOOD ACTRESS VIEWS PRIZED POSSESSION OF WB YEATS
Award-winning actress and director Anjelica Huston was at the National Library of Ireland
today (Tuesday, June 01, 2010) to see the single-most important collection of WB Yeats
material including one of the poet’s most prized possessions. The Pial notebook, given to
William Butler Yeats by Maud Gonne in Paris in 1908, reveals the imaginative intensity of
the relationship between Maud Gonne and WBY.
Anjelica Huston is visiting Ireland to open Summer’s Wreath 2010, the annual month-long
celebration of the life and works of William Butler Yeats at the National Library of Ireland.
‘Summer’s Wreath’ offers free public readings, reflections, lectures and performances
and will feature many prominent female contributors this year echoing the passionate
and complex relationship which Yeats had with the women in his life.
A host of other leading names from the world of music, stage, screen, visual arts, politics,
literature and academia at the National Library of Ireland will join in the celebration this
month including Professor Germaine Greer, widely recognised as one of the leading
contemporary cultural commentators, internationally acclaimed spiritual singer Nóirín Ní
Riain together with Abbot Mark Patrick Hederman of Glenstal Abbey, Cerys Matthews,
former lead singer with the Welsh rock band Catatonia, Irish born jazz vocalist Christine
Tobin, vocalist, artist and composer Gavin Friday, actor David Kelly, writers Polly Devlin,
Brian Keenan, Mary O’Donnell and Declan Lynch, politician Mary O’Rourke, writer and
critic Brian Fallon, news-reader and presenter Eileen Dunne and illustrator Annie West.

Commenting at the Library today, Mary Hanafin, TD, Minister for Tourism, Culture & Sport
said "Now in its fourth year, the Summer's Wreath event has established itself, in the Irish
cultural calendar, as a landmark celebration of the legacy of W.B. Yeats. This year's
imaginative and compelling programme places the National Library at the heart of
Ireland's cultural tourism programme for 2010. Throughout the month of June a wide
variety of guest speakers participate in a series of lectures and events which reflect the
greatness, uniqueness and relevance of Yeats' work in a manner which will appeal to
audiences young and old. Angelica Huston has a long association with Ireland and with
the work of our great writers, having engaged memorably and beautifully with Joyce's
work in the film of The Dead. This is a fantastic opportunity to see her engage with the
work of another giant of world literature, Yeats."
Born on 13th June 1865, William Butler Yeats became one of the greatest Irish figures in
world literature. The National Library of Ireland holds the single-most important archive of
his work, which features in its award-winning exhibition Yeats: the life and works of William
Butler Yeats. Summer’s Wreath 2010 takes place from Wednesday, June 2nd - June 30th,
2010 and is kindly supported by The Merrion (special pre-event supper available at The
Merrion Cellar restaurant for the duration of the programme). Admission to all events is
free but some events must be booked in advance. For further information, see www.nli.ie
or telephone 01 603 0277 for bookings or a brochure.
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